


about us

Founded in 2003, Maxitrans is a company that stands out in the logistic market as an excellent provider

of road services. With an innovative profile and in perfect synergy with the specific demands of each

sector, we move cargoes from and to everywhere in Mercosul, especially to Argentina.

Always looking to provide customers with excellence and constant improvement of our processes, we

add value to our clients’ business and make ourselves essential partners in the integration of their

entrire supply chain.



To be recognized nationally

and in Mercosul as a partner

that adds value to our clients’

transportation and logistics

services.

» Family

Integrity and Commitment» 

 Courage»

Respect and Trust» 

Innovation and Sustainability» 

To create sustainable pillars so that

we can generate the business and

profit necessary for the growth and

development of all the stakeholders

connected to our business.

Vision
OUR OUR OUR purpose

Values of value

our purpose, our mission

"Supporting people and companies to achieve theis potencial in

business and commercialization of their products in Brazil and

abroad, providing sustainable solutions for the logistics chain and

generating value through the performance of our operations."



road service

MAXITRANS counts with a modern and diverse fleet of trucks, ready to attend any of our client’s road

demands, regardless of the size of the cargo.

We offer risk management (GRIS), insurance against third party and merchandise in Brazil and abroad for 100% of

our freight. We service the following areas:

FTL freight

LTL freight LTL freight

FTL freight
(for all the Mercosur)

(fractionated/consolidated to Argentina)

Pioneers in the use of Double Deck trucks,

with category of 56 pallets.



In order to provide a complete experience to our customers, we offer integrated logistics services for cargo handling

(supplies, transfers, warehousing, sorting, shipping and distribution).

We conduct the transportation in the

flows of industry/plaints supplies, through

several logistics concepts, such as:

We carry out the transport of finished

products, for final customer service, also in

several concepts, such as:

Scripting

Door to door

Planned and Itenerant Distribution

Crossdocking

Collection Schedule

Just in Time and JIT Sequenced

Milk Run

Kanban

integrated logistics



General Warehouse for stocking your goods.

Equipped with data exchange (EDI), management

of WMS and other added services.

Through our qualified team, we offer project consulting

and development of special logistics services.

Projects outsourcing, dedicated fleets for Inbound

and Outbound flows, assembly and management of

Distribution Centers.

other services

warehousing logistic consulting

dedicated projects



We have established several partnerships with airlines,

which allow us to execute fractionated cargo services, for

both import and export operations.

Through strategic partnerships with freight forwarders

and the main carries available, we can execute

fractionated services LCL or complete FCL.

other services

sea freightair freight



In order to strengthen  its entrepreneurial spirit, Maxitrans is always trying to explore

innovative ideas, such as the creation of our International Hub for road services.

From the HUB’s infrastructure, we attend the import and export flows to Argentina, our

main business partner in Mercosur. Check out some of the benefits that the HUB

implementation provides our clientes with:

Schedule with guaranteed weekly departures

Warehouse consolidator integrated with

Customs of origin (Eadi Santo André)

Transport from customs to customs in 

special scheme "MIC-DTA"

Warehouse infrastructure for cargo receiving

"exclusive-dock"

Flexible deadline for receiving documents

and consolidation

international hub



Throughout the years, Maxitrans has built an excellent reputation in the national and international 

logistics market. We concentrate all our efforts into offering the best experience possible for each one

of our clients and we stand out in this industry for the following attributes:

differentials

Agility

Own infrastructure

Own fleet of trucks

Sustainability

Social commitment

Quality management



main sectors served

Sectors such as auto parts, food, chemical IMO and non-IMO, textiles, civil construction, consumption, ANVISA 

products, machinery and equipment, among others, prefer MAXITRANS to operate the road logistics of 

transporting their cargo in LTL - Less Than a Truck Load (cargo sharing) and FTL - Full Truck Load (exclusive 

transport), in Brazil and South America.



Osasco
406 Hilário Pereira de Sousa – Tower 2 – Rooms 1710 and 1711 - Zip code: 06010-170
Phone: 55 11 3685-2786 / 99700-1357

Santo André
4530 dos Estados Avenue - Utinga - Santo André/SP - Zip code: 09220-570

Vargem Grande Paulista
260 Cristoam de Vita Street - Shed 18 - Km 39.5 of Raposo Tavares Road

For more information about our company and the services we o r, please contact our team! We

will be happy to answer any questions you might have!


